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Announcement of the SGFS WWW page

Further to the email SGFS.150 (dated  January 22,1996) I am pleased to announce the 
creation of the SGFS WWW pages. The URL of the SGFS Home page is

http://www.dkuug.dk/JTC1/SGFS/

Most of the work is done by Mr. Keld Simonsen, on behalf of the Danish Standards 
Association. Please review the contents of the pages and give your comments.

Specific points on which comments are invited are:
•  The current list of contacts only identifies myself as chairman, Peter Bessems as 

secretary and Keld Simonsen as WWW page maintainer. It is possible (if deemed 
useful) to add NB representatives (HoD’s) as contact points. If you want your 
name to be added, please let me know (including address information that you 
want to be there, emailaddress etc).

• Liaison organizations are only mentioned by name, without further detail. Again, let 
me know what additional information that you want to see there.

• Some liaison organizations (and Nbs?) have own WWW pages that either could 
refer to the SGFS pages, or could be referred to from the SGFS page. If you have 
suggestions in this area, please let me know.

• In those cases where an SGFS document is (also) distributed by email, it is possible 
to add a link (under the appropriate number) from the document register to that 
email, thereby allowing for on-line access to a limited set of SGFS documents.  As it 
is not clear whether or not this is permitted (in all cases), it is not done yet. Opinions 
on this subject are welcomed.

Send all comments and/or additional information either to the SGFS secretariat or the 
SGFS emaillist (sgfs@dkuug.dk) if you want to discuss the issue first, or to Keld 
(keld@dkuug.dk) and me (willemw@ace.nl) if the material is suitable for straight 
inclusion.


